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Boiler capacity l. 0.80 Number of cups of espresso brewed 8 Steam delivery 10 min Boiler pressure 0.7-0.8 bar Average heating time 5 min Safety valve Steam tap with interchangeable device steam pipe / Cappuccino Automatic Water level indicator On/off switch Indicator light Cappuccino Automatic Control pilot temperature Manual reset safety thermostat Pressurestat to keep a
constant pressure in the boiler Heating element 950 W Width, Depth, Height 200x290x320 mm Weight 5.5 Kg Safety valve Alimentation 220-240V 50/60Hz – 120V 60Hz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 230V: 443.00€ Select options 230 V: 565.00€ Select options 230V: 479.00€ Select options 230V: 549.00€ Select options 230V: 529.00€ Select options 230V: 849.00€ Select options 230V:
749.00€ Select options 398.00€ Select options 544.00€ Select options 391.00€ Select options 431.00€ Select options 415.00€ Select options 230V : 523,00 € Select option 564.00 € Select option 564.00 € Choose option 564.00 € Choose option 507.00 € Choose option 230V: 499.00 € Choose option 230V: 4 14.00 € Select option 230V: 449.00 € Choose option 230V: 370.00 €
Choose option 230V: 579.00 € Choose option 230V: 625.00 € Choose sale option! Overall Overview of Question Review Delivery Info It is not only the iconic style of coffee machine and superior manufacture that draws everyone to La Pavoni Professional PL espresso machine. At their size and price, you'll find they can't be matched in their ability to make delicious espressos and
team milk for your morning espresso or cappuccino. Espresso is art - it's not all about pressing the button and waiting. And the La Pavoni Levers coffee machine delivers it beautifully. Characterized as a classic tuil machine, it gets control over the taste and strength you want with the pressure of making, exclusive to professional models of espresso machines. Capable of providing
16 cups of coffee with a reliable 1.6L dandang, it is made mostly from copper actors. La Pavoni was built to survive. La Pavoni Professional Lever espresso landing machine: Fill the dandang and wait no more than 5 minutes to heat it. Fill a single basket or twice with a new coffee and ground tamp. Slip the portafilter into the head of the coffee making group Lift the tuil to start pre-
absorption coffee Start pressing down on the tuil for espresso brewing Use the pressure bar to control the flow and extras Complete the full press and enjoy your flavorful full espresso shot. La Pavoni Professional PL Real Italian Espresso style features - Lever crema-topped espresso action in minutes Pressure Profiling Ability - Brew your espresso using pressure counters to
reach 9 bars. Integral Milk Steaming Wand - Finish cappuccinos, lattes or flat whites in style with a two-hole wap tip. Water pressure statistics and water pointing — Make sure the pressure continues in the dandang with the thermostat and you won't let your dandang Dry. Non-transparent build - Solid, brass casing boiler provides excellent with minimal maintenance required.
These products include: La Pavoni Professional PL Espresso Machine and the group operates 1x Double &amp; 1x Single 52mm Basket Filter Two-Piece Drip 1x Tamp Specific Boiler 1.6L Boiler Boiler Capacity 0.7 - 0.8 Bar Heating Time 5 minutes Heating Element 950 W Steam Delivery 10 minutes Electric 220-240v 50Hz Dimensions 320mm (H), 200 (W), 290 (D) Weight of 6kg
Recommended 51mm Basket Size : The style available Professional Europiccola Stradivari See Professional La Pavoni in Action here: if you've ever seen the Espresso La Pavoni Machine, you already know they're among the most beautiful manual espresso machines out there. However, when hearing manual words or levers, many espresso lovers turn out. While it is true that
the lever machine takes more practice and discipline, once you're comfortable with it, a few things compared to the feed you feel after pulling a shot at your own La Pavoni Espresso Machine. We put together this guide to help you start pulling delicious and consistent shots on a brilliant La Pavoni. Get started Before you use your La Pavoni Espresso Machine for the first time,
make sure you clean the interior correctly. As with standard practice with all luxury coffee equipment, you must prioritize maintenance and care. Here are the steps in starting: After ensuring that your espresso machine is on a dry surface and close to the power outlet, fill the boiler with some filtered water. Keep the water level reaching the top of the vision glass. The lever should
be in a downed position. Now, add a teaspoon of sodium carbonate (assuming coffee descaler is not available). We have found that sodium carbonate can clean your machine well. After this, cover the boiler cap and steam knob plug in the machine and switch on the power switch. Now, let it reach the operating temperature to be shown when the green pressure switch light is
switch off. Now, leave the machine for about 10 minutes. (If the machine is a brand new, 15 minutes may be a safer option). During heating time, it is common for some water to escape from the safety valve, so we recommend putting paper towels on the base (or even letting water fall directly into the water basin). When the heating time of 10 minutes ends, place the container
under the group. Then raise the lever slowly. (About the speed at which you draw levels, think of the speed it will take your fingers to pull through the peanut butter tab.) Water discharge until visibility glass shows the tank one-fourth of water still remains. Now, lower the lever and turn off the power. After that, you can raise the level again and drain the remaining water. How to
Prepare For your La Pavoni To get the smoothest and richest espresso cups, you should always start with the right blroom. For best results, your alarm must be consistent and have powder powder (similar to sugar). There is no specific blide that we recommend you use when ready to draw shots on La Pavoni, but make sure you have a blide that allows you to customize and
experiment with the blging settings. Everyone has preferences, so it's better not limited in options! (We realize this step is no different from preparing your coffee for any other machine, but sometimes it's the simple thing we forget!) Using La Pavoni Espresso Machine First, choose either a coffee filter of one or two cups. Then ant this into the filter holder. Secondly, fill the coffee
filter with your fresh coffee using a measuring spoon. Use a large scope of coffee when using smaller filters. For larger filters, use two scope. Thirdly, use the spicer to flatter the coffee. You need high quality, even annoying to press it. Coffee filters cannot be filled to the top. As a rule, we like to leave about one eighth of an empty basket. Tip: Check out the great old school video
below that runs you through the process of making espresso La Pavoni: Espresso Delivery Place your cup (or cup) right under the filter holder and raise the lever. After a few seconds, you can see the espresso start to slowly drift. Tip: If you find that coffee guesses too fast, you need a finer grinder. If you notice that even after 15 to 20 seconds the coffee does not dribbling, then
lower the lever about 4 inches. Now, resriffect it as soon as the rollers begin. Then the future, loosen the blish and make it a little rough. Once the bottom of the cup is covered, lower the lever. Conscious: this will require some solid pressure. If the lever does not offer much resistance, then the coffee will bubble out, which will lead to a bitter and weak flavor. La Pavoni coffee filters
have a capacity for about 1.4 ounces of coffee when you use a smaller filter, one cup. When using a larger two-cup filter, it can provide about 2.5 ounces. Pro tip: Do not pull the lever more than once for one coffee meal. Crema, Water, and The Freshness of The Enemy crema are high temperature water. Water that is too hot (or boiling) can cause your coffee to have a very
strange, burning, and bitter taste. We found this to be especially true with the decaf espresso. The lesson here is that it is possible to over-warm-up your espresso machine, so you need to let your La Pavoni machine rest immediately after use, and not heat it for more than 20-25 minutes. If you use bad coffee, any perfect technique or a great piece of equipment can't cope with it.
Fresh roasted coffee is absolute not only for La Pavoni, but all espresso machines. Another thing: Don't let your soil coffee stay vulnerable for more than an hour. Fresh oily nuts can produce a lot of crema, so remember: fresher, better. What about Steam Delivery on La Pavoni? For steam delivery, you must first check the vision glass. You need to make sure that there are water in
the dandang. The tuil must be in the lower position with the stim button closed. Once you meet this need, the machine will build enough pressure to deliver the team. We hope we cover enough Basic La Pavoni to make you start pulling great shots for yourself or your guests! Remember: Using La Pavoni takes practice and patience. In general, all these regulations will be used for
the best manual espresso machines. Try these exact steps, experiment with different coffee blends, and you'll find out in no time! RELATED: How to Create Espresso in Home Tweet Share Pin It Add Email 1 Response Leave a comment Comments will be approved before it appears. Ride.
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